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INTRODUCTION
M	 The Advanced Meteorological Temperature Sounder (AMTS) Definition
C	 4
Study was conducted in essential conformance with .let Propulsion Laboratory
Contract 454787, Specifically, the functional requirements of Fxhihit A 011
\\ere used as the baseline for the conceptual design of a fixed grating; out-of-
plane multi-detector spectrenleter for the Space Shuttle application,
While the main emphasis of the study a • as placed on spectrometer de-
sign and performance, it ^\as apparent that the grating instrument would be
E	 large and the	 element detector array could he difficult to cool radiatively
from a free tiyingt spacecraft. Further, it ,\as recognized that increasing 0.e
spectr,il resolution of the grating instrument would be difficult in an instru-
ment of reasonable sire.
For these reasons a parallel studv of a Michelson interferometer spec
trometer \%as undertaken. This type of instrument offers compact size, f(-\\(,r
detectors to cool, and the possibility of increased spectral resolution.
in this connection a company - funded development of a laborator y inter
ferometer based on the AMTS requirements has been started.
This stu<1\ report contains the design and performance parameters of
hoth the grating and interferometer approaches, and to addition discuss; s the
tradeoffs involved in comparing the two systems for sounding applications.
C





The requirements contained in this section .. • ere derived from Section 11,
Exhibit A of the contract as illodified bV discussions and communications with
JPL personnel.
1.	 \I.t-,elvngtll Channel s - Table 1 lists the wavelengths of each of the1
t\enty-eight channels together \\ith the maximum and mininnum ex-
pected scene temperatures and mininitim signal -to- noise ratios (SNRs)




Radiometric Accuracy - Absolute radiometric accuracy 11% in all
channels.
3. Scan Pattern and Field of Vie\% - The instrument scans t45 ilong a
It	 line perpendicular to the ground track. The instrument footprint is
45 km x 45 km at nadir including smear of the scanned spectrometer
slit. These requirements are the same for both the 417-km Space




Field-of-Vie\,% Simultaneity - The spatial registration and sampling of
all spectral channels must be such that the difference in surface area
covered it; less than 1°„ (lv), Factors affecting registration could be
spacecraft or scan motion during sampling or field-of-vie\\ (FOV) mis-
registration in the optical systenn.
4. Signal- to -Noise - (See Table 1. 1
'	 5.	 Dynamic Rance - (See Table 1. 1
0.	 Crosstalk - The maximuni permissible combined electrical and optical
crosstalk beh\een am• two detector channels shall be less than 0. 1°0.
7. Operating Fnvtrioiment - Space Shuttle nominal orbit altitude and ink It-
nation as defined in Space Shuttle System Payload Accommodation, JSC
07700, Vol. 14, lieu. If,, Noveniher I' 47=+, and subsequent updates.
8. Time in Orbit - Up to twO weeks.
r
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l min SNR MAIN
FUNCTION
1 607.00 0.5 188 ?16 1W CLOUDS
2 623.23 0.5 276 214 100 CLOUDS
3 611,75 0.5 246 113 100 CLOUDS
4 635.90 0.5 230 212 100 TEMPERATURE
5 646.65 0.5 ?29 210 100 1EMPERAIURE
6 651.75 0 5 710 207 IOU TEMPERATURE
7 666.20 0.5 233 109 100 TEMPERATURE
8 666.90 0.5 233 209 100 TEMPERATURE
9 668.10 0.5 2S4 210 100 TEMPERATURE
10 669.10 0.5 241 Z13 100 TEMPERATURE
11 1203 00 1.0 310 216 100 CLOUDS
11 1??1.80 1.0 320 216 100 CLOUDS
13 177:.00 1.5 250 116 100 HUMIDITY
14 1944.50 1.5 150 216 I HUMIDITY
I5 1989.50 1.5 250 216 100 HUMIDITY
16 1909.50 1.5 250 216 100 HUMIDITY
17 1939.40 1.5 270 116 100 HUMIDITY
19 1850.90 1.5 280 116 100 HUMIDITY
19 1930.10 1.5 320 216 100 HUMIDITY
20 2393.15 2.0 ?37 214 100 7FMPFRATURI
21 2386.10 1.0 257 214 100 TEMPERATURE
22 2389.20 2.0 274 21S 100 TEMPERATURE
73 2390 20 2.0 ?92 115 loo TEMPERATURE
24 2391.35 2.0 306 117 100 TEMPERATURE
IS 2394.50 2.0 306 117 100 I[ MPERATURI
26 2424.00 2.5 320 ?14 SURFACE TEMP
27 2505.W '.5 320 114 SURFACE TEMP
28 2616.50 320 214 SURFACE TEMP
THE MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE SIGNAL-70-NOISE RATIOS FOR THESE
CHANNELS MAY BE E01VER THAN 100 SINCE THEY VIEW CLOSE TO THE
EARTH SURFACE.
WAVELENGIH TOLERANCE • KNOWIDGE 4.1Ar STABILITY tO.02-U




Table 2 gives the orbital parameters for the conditions stated above
as a function of spacecraft altitude.
























350 e.73 41.4 0.128 7.71 7.31 3 69 0.302 I	 65 1 .11 1 4. 9
400 6. ?R 911.4 0.11? 7.69 7.23 3.71 0.267 1.87 1.93 4.3
417" 6.79 92.74 0.109 7.67 7.20 3.75 0.258 1.94 1.86 4.I
500 6.89 94.45 0.09 7.63 7.07 3.82 0.21 9 2.28 1.55 3.4
100 7.08 99 6 0.064 7.52 6.11 3 9R 0. 163 3.07 1. 10 2.5
R00 1.19 100.7 0.056 7.46 6.63 4.07 0.146 3.42 0.97 2.2
900 7.28 102.8 0.050 7.41 6.4: 4. 16 0. 132 3.79 0.86 1.9
1000 7 3R 104 va 0. CA I; 7.36 6. 36 4 ?4 0. 12 1 4	 13 0.77 1	 T
WHERE	 h	 ORBITAL ALTITUDE
a	 ORBITAL RADIUS RIFFRREO TO EARTH CENTER
P	 ORBITAL PERIOD
o	 IFOV OF 45 km FOOTPRINT AT NADIR
V O	ORBITAL VELOCITY
V 9 • VELOCITY OF FOOTPRINT AT NADIR
TI	 LINE TIME l:45
T p 	 DWELL IIMI OF IFOV
Gln • EOUIVALE%l NOISE BANDWIDTH • nD
ASSUMED SHUTIIk WITUDl
A < SUMED FREE F tN'ER AITITLIDE
16




The instrument used as the baseline in this study is an out-of-plane
Ebert-Fastie grating mount used in multiple orders (N[=1, 2, 3, 4). The sys-
tem is sho-,%n schematically in Figure 1, and the design parameters are given
i n Table 3.
Table 3. Crating Spectrometer Uesign Paraineters
COI ID ANGLE-ARLA PRODUCT OA • 0.01 sr-cm2
FOCAL RA710 113.5 ''SOUARE"
FOCAL LENGTH 43.3 cm
GRATING ANGLE 57
OU7-OF-PIAN[ ANGLE 1G
GRAI'NC SPACING 0.000Q5 cm
ENTRANCE SLIT DIMENSIONS 1.25 cm z 0.125 cm
FXIT SLIT DIMENSIONS iSEE	 TABLE	 51
GRATING ORDERS 1. 2, 3, 4
In this system the fore optics operate at A'.? - 0. 01, a value close to the
rnaxinium possible for a reasonable grating spectrometer design. The fore
optics are designed to give the desired footprint which is an image of the en-
trance slit 45 kni x 4, 5 km on the earth. Since this same footprint sire is
desired irrespective of spacecraft altitude, the aperture and focal leneth of
the fore optics must be changed as a function of altitude to give constant Al2
ant] constant entrance slit dimensions. For the shuttle altitude case being
considered, aperture diameter is 3. 3 cm and the focal ratio is f /3. 5. The
free flyer altitude of 000 kin would require a larger aperture of 7. 1 cm.
For purposes of this study it is assumed that the fore optics can be a
simple off-axis paraboloid. In any case, the image quality degradation of
the fore optics \kill be small _tmipared to that of the spectrometer itself m,ing
to the FOV size 10.2 x 0. t , -' I.
The chopper is locate(; close to the focal plane ahead of the entrance
slit. It %%-ill he a resonant fork type operating at about 5011 llz, a value chosen
to be above the 1 /f noise knee frequency for the ]IgCdTe detectors.
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Scanning i s produced by a small abject- space plane nu r ror mounted at
45 0 to a sh-ift parallel to the optical axis.	 The data in Tahle L are based on
&	 consecutive scan s%%aths that are contiguous at the nadir. Dwell ,nie, Tr),
is the time required for the footprint (45 knt x 45 kilt) to traverse its dimen-
sion on th,• ground.	 the footprint Is gene rated by scanning the image of the,
G	 entrance Slit which is 45 km in the along-trick direction anti 4. 5 kilt in the
across-track direction.
Scanning is continuous, and to ensure• spatial simultaneity hoi rl-sarttple-
and-clunip circuits are used for each channel. Integrators are proposed for
the channel output circuits to enstire independence of consecmive data sam leP.
'File scan s y stem as descrihed has the advantage that by rotating the mir-
ror shatt the system can he made to vieu the earth, space for de: restoratio.%
and one or more blackbody references, 11c.mever, tilt •
 scan produces image
t otatittn equal til the mt rror angle a%k av from nadir.
	
Thus, at the ends of the
45 scan s % ath the entrance slit image \^ill appear rotated 45 . . In terms of
area coveraLe, lw\%ever, the foreshortening effect of the image rotation will
he almost perfectly watched bv the increa se in footprint size at the t • nds of
scan Ifor a flat earth the matJi %%ould be pertect). Vigure
	 sho\k s the• devia -
!ion of the footprint size tr-tv the noniin it •4- -km di wenslon as .t function ttf
3i do anL It•.
n • 9m km
d'
%ADIR
SCA'. A%G► E 1D(G,
Figure " Sm ath 11 tdth versus Scan Anale







In this system the seen- is imaged at the entrance slit v.-hich therefore
determines the instantaneous field of view (IFOV). The entrance slit i •
iniaged ai tilt exit slit. The dibperson single A has been made equal to the
grating angle n ft,r the channel near the center of the frequent-v range in the
f  r,t order. Vor thi s channel 16 37 . -1 4 cm - 1 1, the exit alit i s equal i n swidth
to the entrance slit. All tither exit slits are either larger or smaller thin
the of = $ case depending on \thtch side of the n	 exit slit they are on and
the grating t-rder.
Thu entrance aperture is imaged on the grating and the grating in turn
would 1;4  imaged tin the detector werr it not for condensing light pipes located
immediately behind each t f the spheriC.sl field lenses. i'ach lens is it rectan-
gular 'sliver" corresponding to aspect ratio to the exit slit it is behind and
each operates f 1 l
 in the plane of it-, long dimension. The light pipe \+hicn
has reflecting sides only on the faces adioining the long lens dimension re-
duces the detector dimension by a factor of three. Therefore, the detector
has an aspect ratio of ahout three.
the most important prtlperty of this .inanwrphlc optical system is that
it reduces the detectfir %,,idth sttcl, that the detector+ t.(n he r. 	 "ted on the
detector plane \(ithout overlapping. this tr illustr.itt • d in Fi g ure 3. A sec-
ondar ,i feature is that the area i the detectors is reduced there6v reducing
detector t,i,ise.
The equations used to des;ct-Ow rjte.trtatteter 4 , peratton are as f(dlims:
iii
V	 a cos 6 isin u + sin 19)	 (11
vi here m is the• order - I,: , +, 4
v is the frewit-tw% ill
b i s tlir out - tut - plane angle - 10
ac is the grating angle a 57"
Q it the dispersion angle (see Table it

















Figure J. AnanirirphLc Field Lens- Lijaht Pipe Schematic






Table 4. Grating Spectrometer System Parameters











1 601.00 1214.E 67.26 0.162 1.25 0.0384 0.351 0 ^•__
2 623.23 1246.5 61.21 0.124 1.25 0.0365 0.357 0. i,10
3 627.75 1255.5 59.77 0.117 1.25 0.0359 0.357 0.0128
4 635.80 1271.6 57.40 0.106 1.25 0.0350 0.357 0.0125
5 646.65 1293.3 54.51 0.095 1.25 0.0339 0.357 0.0121
6 652.75 1305.5 53.02 0.090 1.25 0.0332 0.357 0.0119
7 to. 20 1332.4 49.97 0.0811 1.25 0.0319 0 357 -.0114
R w 90 1333.8 49.82 0.081 1.25 0.0318 0.357 0.0114
9 W.10 1336.2 49.S7 0.080 1.25 0.0317 0.357 0.0i 13
10 669.10 1338.2 49. 36 0 079 1.25 0.0316 0.357 0.0113
11 1203.0 1203.0 60.77 0.185 1. 25 0.0391 0.357 10.0140
Q 1231.80 1231.8 63.74 0.138 1.25 0.0373 0.357 0.0133
13 1772.00 1181.3 76.15 0.777 1.25 0.0406 0. 3S7 0.0145
14 1844.50 1129.7 64.13 0.140 1.25 0.0375 0.357 0.0134
1 5 1889.50 1259.7 SQ. 14 0, 1 14 1.25 0.0357 0. 357 0.0127
16 1800.50 1206.3 68. Q8 0.177 1.2 5 0.0389 0.351 0.0139
17 183Q.40 1226.3 64.77 0 144 1.25 0.0377 0.317 0.0134
I8 1850.90 12319 63.35 0.136 1.25 0.0372 0.357 0.0133
1Q 1930.10 1286.7 $5.36 0.098 1.25 0.034' 0.357 0.01?2
20 2383.15 1191. Q 72.73 0.211 1.25 0.0399 0. 357 0.0142
21 2386. 10 1193.0 12.39 0.215 1.25 0, 03Q8 0 357 0.0142
22 2388.20 11 04.1 72.10 0.211 1	 25 0.0397 0.357 0.0142
23 2390.20 1195. 1 71.82 0.201 1. ", 0.0397 0. 357 0.0142
24 2392.35 11%.? 71.53 0.204 1.25 0.03% 0,357 0.0141
25 2394.50 11 Q7.3 71.14 0.201 1.?5 0.0395 0.357 0.0141
26 1424.0	 1 %9. c 67.69 0.207 I. 2 5 0 0482 0.357 0.0172
27 ?505.0 1(Xr 60.24 4149 1.25 0.0451 0.357 0.0161





	 CHANNEL SPFCIRAt RESOtUIION
0 • DISPERSION ANGIE
SW EXIT	 SIII	 1VID1H
S L EXIT Sill l FNGIH
d ly 0FTECTOR 141DTH
d l DFTECTOR lENG7H
AD DETECTOR AREA
sin 01 + si n a
	
1
sN	 Cos	 IV/^^ 1
where SW	 i s the width of the exit slit
f	 is the focal length (-f the spectronieter
V /Av is the channel resolution
(2)
The detector dimension across the narrow side is determined by:
Sd	
3	 Co s #34
The \\idth
 (,f the entrance slit, 5 \,.., is determined by the relation
SW S LAQ
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. SBRC
\chvre ti t i s the I- • noh of the vi ,l l• .tnct, slit, f /# l and f/#Z al • e ilit • focal r.ttltls
tit Ill r t vie scope and sl,ritrt , ntc• Ivr. respectIvely, (both II , v f%	 1), .1 Till SL
10 ti \\ ,
Hit,
 grating size is such dial It appears "sgii.tI-t• to I , I h v of	 rase,
and over of ander s,I l i Irt- ft , l' s111alIei • or I.trgri' \'hits of $.	 I • quation t;)
correct s It • 1 • tills ettect and rOdtli( I S 111 t` tlt • t ( I t It • I' dIIII ell Sl ( I ll , S X% ', b\- .t factor
of 3 to ak , ct ,mit for the condensing light 1,11ie.
\'sillies front equ.itions Il ), (.'.) anti (3 1 .t re given In 1a111r -1.
Suectronleter Slit Functions
the silt imict Ions I% , r the AM I'S gratinl., spectrowe • trt • \\ ere derived
from a combination of rav trace data .ind convolution with geometric slit
tunctlt , tls.	 Ft, I- 1ltlrposo.s t,l I lit , se t'.ticulations, Illt• rtltraticv slit is rotated	
I
tl• t,tll a IIne par.tllrl to tht• gr.ttln
.
L. 11nrs,
At the c\tt .III 1,1.1ne, Illt • Slits AI'e lnt- lined -,0	 to I'laintaln reaQOnahle
focus alt,nc Ill y lens;th of the silt.	 Villolli'll the r\.tct valet ,
 v.trivs slightly for
0.1t h sl it,	 t ills is .t rc.l ^ollahl y t't , 111111'olill tit`,
I ti t, ra\
	
i 1't, t r.1, ell troll, v. , cII t,t Ilirve ohiecI p%iiIli s till 	 en`. r.i lit ,
 e
slit, tilt • t cut vr t , t the slit .hill • I I , h t t , l 1 h slit !vnQ111 ( .1.	 ; dislrlhutlon it, end
tA silts. Stich th.tt It tn.t y fill considered that each Spot ihagr.titl represenis
i	 of the slit i -ligill.	 Fills selectlt , n .1Vol..s st , llll, of till , worst 1• .t\ 1• it the
very vied tit the .ill, hilt I,ro y ides .1 senslhit , aver.ti.:r of evert:\ th st dilution.
lhr enorgy clistrlhution [row the three field I , t , inis Is an.tivr, vd by "I,,
effect'' pa;cstn t; a slit .i rtiss the mi.tL.v .Intl counitlli; the ntinib • r of ra\'s at
rat h slit p"Sltit , tl,	 hilt.• Steil sl. r , , r \\ I,1111 t•f the shl is selected to he .1 t t•.tr-
tion tit the exit Slit desired.
	 Ihr net rltl,t't ,.t tills is that Son , e al,l,rt,^1111a-
tions art , ti.sed \\hich .trt • nt , t	 \\Itll the destl;n r\It slit
t•r r lit rancv silt V ItIIlllt,	 1 - he para , iietl,r. used Ior e.ich of the five t • \it slits
co y t • t• ing the lvti^:th of Ihr v\It Slit plant- .ii • e givvii in I.,Itle ',.
SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH CENTER
s.SHH(.
Table 5, Fxit Slit Parameters
s STEP MDTH IOR I	 STEPS IN EFFECTIVE STEP> IN EFFECTIVEBAND SPOT DIAGRAAI 141RANCE SE IT ENTRANCE %III EXIT	 SLIT fXll	 $111
ANALYSIS CONVOLUTION USED CONVOlU1ION WID1H
h15 R 0.0159
t

























llie convolution is done %%ith a desk c alculator, first condlining tilt' en-
trance slit \\ith the image, and then coilihEmng the v\Et slit,	 the technique is
rlluch like finding a moving average over a fixed numher of units.
Five slit functions were calcul.tted as described. 'These art • shown in
Figures -1 through S.
I'he exit slit plane is Steeply curved t%wing to the short focal lrnk^th of
the spectromwer.	 This configuration \\as driven by tilt , need for the snv.tllest
possible detector array ;ize (to minimize radiative cooler heat load). A sche-
matic drafting of the exit slit plant- is shown in Figure 1.
For the Space Shuttle application such a comp.t.t deign \\ot11d not be
needed sincc the detectors could be cooled by other niealls (for example ,e
liquid mtr( t 4en transfer ^, 5 stem ttr •i Joule- Thomson c r$"cstat sN-slem).
a 0 ,XM Cm
PG 5i













Figurt 4. Slit Respo nse )•'unction 1v	 383, ^5 col-1,
111	 •1,	 1. 1"	 2. 1'	 '',,.- I



















0 ,^^1^	 17	 'S	 177.. 75 —	 •..
IV Icm'tl
E•'icure	 Sht Response Function IV - 1 T, 72 cm - 1,






Figure r . Slit Resp(mse Function IV
	
1 cnt - 1,
ni - 1, AV = 0. 5 cni" 1 )

















04t 40	 nib. 90
v icm -ti
1-:--urn • '.	 Slit Response Function (V = 646.t15 cni"1,
m = 1, --\V = 0.5 cm - I)
r
Ir
e s>. ^5	 a w. u^
icm ti
Vigure S. Slit Response Function (V
	
8 cm ),
ni = 1, AV = 0. 5 C111 - 1 )
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IDF.TF.0 TOII 1"FR FORMANCE
Background Calcul:etiotl
Detector performance will be dependent to some extent on the back-
gro,i -d phi g on flux. ' This calculatic•n to
.
vether \\ith those ih,,t follow gill
reveal I t (,\^ much de tector and instrument coolinLz will be required.
I here are three sources for photons \,hi:h fall on the detector.
	
These
ire the scene at temperature T S , the instrui,:ent at temperature TI , and the
detector pack-Age at teniperatrlre Td.
Q SCFI\'r; - N p (T S, -%V n )Q FST S photons-sec	 cm-
Q INST	 - Np(1 1 , ^V)S'I S (1	 T S 1 photons-sec-1-co)
Q DFT	 - Np(T(I,.^V.l(n - S'•F.S) photons- sec- I -crli
\\here N	 is the photon radiance for a };iven temperature T and
spt-ctr.-il band\\idth
T5, TI, Td	 are scene, instrument and detector temperatures,
respectivek
-^V 1 o Avo , Av W arc• , respectively, the- unhand, order filter, end \ci(ie-
band' :• spec t r.cl handpasses
T 'S	 is the system optical Ir.cnsnlittance•
!!FS	 is the solid ankle subtended hv the exit slit at the de-
tector and ('r -	 is the solid angle of vie\,\- of the
detector exclucicnc the exit slit.
Table t, t;ivvs the photon flux fr"m each of these tiources for sevvral
represent.ttive channels,	 rile scene temperature is asstiwed to be 300 K.
Fable t, shov, • s that background photons fron, the instru7i,ent dominate
except for the coldest instrument temperatures ,end short \^avelrngth channels
\sbrre scene radiance dowinates. The table Aso gives background limited
(D:I;l.jj') for these conditions.
Table 7 is a compil.+tion of three ,ether noise sources expressed as 1Y
there arc • : D-- I , dote to thermally generated hale-, • lectron pairs; D" 1 .. clue
li cdeband weans vrr the full spectral range  tt, %\hich the detector is sensitive.
I(
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100 to 6 A x 1013 Q. 2 101`'	l 3.8 x 10 143. 9.6% 1015 3.38 x	 1011
1204 1 06 x 1013 i.4 x	 10 1` 1 1.26 it	 10 12 3.93 x lo ll 2.8	 x 1011
1804. 16 66, 1 nil•
4.1x1011









607 6. A x 10 13 I	 5.1 x	 lo ll 3.8 x ► 0 14 S. S x lO jS 4 4	 x 1011
1:03 1 06 x 10 11 1,2" x to" 1.26%	 10 1 ' 1.25 x 10 15 4.16 x 1011
1809.S S. 66 x lo t '










607 6.8 x 10 13 2.1 x lo ll
x





12133 306x1013 2.1x1014 1.16x1012 2.4x1,114 1.1	 xlol:
18l>u s c M x 111 12 A. 6 x lo t ' 4,77 x 107 11,4%	 10 11 3. 1	 x	 lot'
1	 :010 4lxloll 7.2x10111 S.4% It 48x1011
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+	 1I Icm-HI' watt	 icm-HI'-%att
40 16.5 17 0. 0 	12 1'0 6.5 x lo ttl -% IOU 1.94 x 1012









1.94x1112An n5 17 (	 ,.'




4.1 % 10 1 '
4,3 x 1012







r. 6	 I	 44
0.6	 44 310
x
5.85x1012 4 4 x lot? 7x 1W
90 55 a 0.6	 60 450 7.2xlo1l S.21 1012 9.7x1012
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11 HE RE k	 lVA'iEIENGI H OF OPERATION	 R QUANTUM EFFICIENO 	 r • DEPICTOR RESISTANCE
Ac CUTOFF WA."EIENGTH 	 R DEFECTOR RESPONSIVITV
1 - lhese four c„nlponent detc, tivities for plimoconductive HgCdle are
vex by the f„I I,m i ng e%p re s sl„ns:
1.	 13.4c kizrmmd ph-ton flux (Table W
1
1















3,	 ,le,hnse , n noise in Ifie detector resistance
	
` S	 R( A1)Afl:
(-1KTdrl)1,
-l.	 Yreamplitler voltage noise I
R(A l) _11 1'
Tlhe ,\ stein D* is given by
1
1
1	 1	 1 
	
1	 1 	 _
	(1)'l;l.lk'/y
	
^ IT	 1/`	N y	 1
Cc^n+hlneci system detectivities for the llgCdTe detectors are }riven in 1 ;11,10 8.






D	 icm-Hl —%Stl 1 1 Al	 11%ST
)O0 K "SO K :00 K








16.5 i.)	 10 11 1	 4 ,	 1(1 1 1	 1	 lull
90 A.+ 'l	 lo ll 47x1011 A.Iiloll
RS R.1 ? Re lo ll 4.A^ Ioil 9.8t 1011
R0 A ; .'	 R , lo ll 4.9% 10 11 1.0 . 101:
90 55 44. loll I, 10 12 2.6,1012
AS S 5 44,loll I,lot? 2n. 1012
PO S,ti 44, lo ll I, 1012 IOI2
I- hose data slT+^\x that cooling, the Instrument is effective In Increas ► nv TY; only
i n the short -\\ .AVeIene;tI, channel s ee he rea s cool) n,! the detector helow ' 1 0 K is
useful e,nk for thr lrng-Se.'VeIer9t 11 channels. Vor optfnlunl s^ stenf perform-
ance, hom ever, the Instruf,fent sht,ulcl he cooled I, lim 230 ' K and the detector
belrn5 ` ► U K.




(Al) Afl	 -	 e lApA f l`ylk
D	 NEPX	 1\1 the
I`
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The noise current IN is the RSS of background photon noise, load resistor
Johnson noise, and detector Johnson noise currents.
I N	 II 11 + I I.RN + I TN)=









 Q l, is obtained from 'rat)Ic
The (lu.tntittes used ► n the tntiations above it 	 defined as folIo\cs:
I
I) 	 Detector dete\ti\'it\, cm }lx` watt
k	 \\ avelencth , cnl
xc	
Detector cutoff \\.t\v1vni„1h
?7 	 Quantum efficiency, assutt C(l to h( • 0, b
h	 Planck's constant, n, t.^t,l'+t, 	 It) -34 joule sec
c	 Veloc ► r\ of light, 2.' 311 7' 2 ;ix I0 1(1 crn , 'se(-
e	 Flect ron cha rce, 1. i3O2 1 ` 1 1 7X 10 -	Coulomb
Td	 Detector temperat tire, K
k	 Boltzmann's constant, 1. ,^ t t,^Lx lI t	joule' K
Qi}	 Photon flu\ densit\ incident o n detector, photons sec cill`
t	 I:	 Responsivit\ , volts watt
Af	 Noise bandwidth, Ilertr
rl)	 Detector resistance, ohms
\' N 	Preamplifier noise, volts	 lit
Al)	Detector .trea, 0, 0333 IS cnt-I
I\'A	 Detector resistance area prtxluct, 10'3 ohms cnt`
rI_K load resistor, Ill' ohms
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InSb Detector Performance
The expected performance for the InSb detectors at 5. 5-pm hand below
`	 is summarized in Tahle 9. All of the D* values sho^'n are background limited
(BLIP) except for the three vali:es at the bottom (3.8 pm at 20O'K) "%hick are
limited h\ • the detector resistance-area product.
r.










0	 icm-Ht l -watt" 11 AT TWO
300 K  25O K 200 K
90 5.5 3x104 7x1014 5.7x1011
85 5.5 7 x 104 7 x 10 14 5,7 x 1011
R0 5.5 1105 7x1014 5.73x1011
9n 5.5 6.5 x 104 1.26 , 10 14 1.34 ,	 IOl'
95 5.5 1.5 x 105 1.26 x	 10 14 1. 34 x 1012
90 5.5 3.5 x 105 1.26 x 10 14 1.34 , 1012
vo 5.$ 1.5x	 05 1.4x1013 3.9x1012
R5 5.5 4x10 1.4x1013 4,1012
RO 5.5 10 14x1013 4,1012
90 3.8 1.5x10 '` 4.2x1013 2.3x1012
85 3.8 5x105 4.2x1013 2.3x1012
BO 3.6 lob 4.2x1013 2.3x1012
90 3.R 1.6, 105 3, 7, 10 12 6.9Rx 1012
95 3.R 5x10`' 3.7x1012 7,6	 1012
90 3 R 106 3.7 ,	 1012 7.7 , 1012
90 3.R 1.1x105 4.Rxloll 1.3x1013
RS 3R 5 x105 4.8x1011 1.7x1013
RO 3 R I	 I I lot 4. 4 x	 10 11 1. a6 x 1013




t	 The D* values given in Tables a and Q were used to calculate the NEN
values shown in Table 10 using the following expression:
NFN F
L. Ald ) ,fn X 1tt7
' , ATTD . w
where F 
	
= 2. 5 chopping factor
AD - Table
S2A = 0.01 solid an41e-area product
'r l	 = 0. ?.1 total optical transmittance
1L' = Tablr I spectral bandpass
V	 = 1.'+4 11r. (Table L)
Table 10 gives the s y stem NEN values for three instrument tempera-
tures: 300 K, -'50 ' K and .1 00'K and two detector temperatures: 90'K and 80"K.
Also given in the table are signal- to- noise ratios for the maximum and mini-
MUM tei>>peratares specified in Table 1. The data sho%% that for a nominal
instrument temperature of 250 " K and detector temperature of 1 )O ' K the
SNR = I M) is obtained except for channels 20, 27 and 28. In these latter tu•o
it can he argued that since the short - ..avelength channels see dePO in the
atmosphere, the minimum temperature should be .%armer than -'4 K. For
colder instrument or detector temperatures, performance is improved.
For the hicner altitude free fl%er application at '1 00 km the field of vie,,,,
can he reduced to give the saute 45 km x-13 kni footprint and the aperture in-
creased to maintain the ratite A!?. Under these conditions, Table _" shows
that the d.,ell time is reduced by a factor of Shout two. Thus, NFN values
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Table 10.	 Grating Spectrometer NEN/SNR
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Table 10. Grating 5pectrottleter NF'N/SNP ( Cont)
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A principa', concern to the design of the wultidetector grating spectrom-
eter is the size of the detector array anti the difficulty likely to be encol,.ntered
in cooling it. While cooling for the Space Shuttle application should not be a
problem since adequate supplies of gaseous nitrogen for a Joule- Thomson
cryostat or liquid nitrogen for a liquid transfer systein can be Carr' ' for
the anticipated two-weak mission.
Ilowever, for the free flyer mission radiative cooling is probabiv the
most practical approach since the only reasonable alternative, a cryogen;c
refrigerator, could require up to 100 watts of input po..-er most of ..hich
(+.90 watts) would have to he dissipated radiatively. Although these devices
are currently under development for extended space missions (at Ilughes the
V\1 cycle refrigerator) dem(instrated reliability and service life are not yet
competitive with radiative cooler.,.
For purposes of this study .ce have found that the radiative cooler . ur-
rently being developed for the Ihenlattc Mapper to be flown on LANDSAT D
is a good baseline design for the A\ITS. The spacecraft .tpplications appear
to he sitnilar ^%ith about 'fie same orbit altitude ( 4 00 kml and sun orientation
(both are run synchronous at — 10 ani). Also, the detector heat loads appear
to be similar.
The size of the detector array on the A\l TS is determined by the spec-
trometer focal length and dispersion angle  between detectors at the extreme
ends of the array ic ' annels 10 and 11). F o r the system described the arra.-
length will be 20.6 cm and the overall trackage size Wright I)e about 22X2x4 col
including *he spherical fieid Inns hltvers and condensing light pipes. 	 the sn-
ore package ..ill have to be cooled althou 6;11 only the detectors themselves ..ill
need to be cooled to 00 'K or below. V phmg the design equations for the The-
matic Mapper Inlodifted for the A\iTS) drid assuming that the detectors art•
mounted on the cold stage of the radiative cooler and the lens/light pipe ahsettl-
bly is mounted on the interm.ediate stage, the expected temperature for the





detectors is 77°K and for the intermediate stage is 131'K. A comparison of
heat loads and operational temperatures between the Thematic Mapper and the
AMTS is given in Table 11. Two figures showing schematic and perspective
views of the Thematic Cooler are Figures 4 and 10, respectively.
LJ	 Table 11. Lom. • Orbit Rac::ant Cooler Nominal heat loads
(All power in nTilliwatts)
HEAT SOURCE
TO INTERMEDIATE STACE TO COED STAGE
TM 1154 K, AN1TS 1131	 Ki TNI	 1 81.6 K1 AMTS 180.4 Ki
INPUT RADIATION
SPACECRAFT EMISSION 48 24 0.7 .4
EARTH EMISSION 33 33 5.5 5.5
EARTH ALBEDO A4 84 4.6 4.6
SOLAR SCANNER (FROM DOOR, 101151 0.7 --
DOOR EMISSION 360 185
SHIELD EMISSION -- -- 14.3 7.6
hVARM STAGE EMISSION ONTERIOR , 1350 680 76.7 14.0
BAND AND LEAD PENETRATION -- 2.0 1.1
SCENE EMISSION IAPERTURE , - -- 4.2 11.7
CONDUCTION
INTERSTAGE SUPPORTS 133 110 8.2 7.0
ELECTRICAL CABLING
HEATER 47 39 11.6 10.0
OTHER 17 14 6.5 2.5
CONTAMINATION BARRIER 26 21 --
SUBSTRATE BIAS
HgCC'e -- 4.4 15.0
InS6 -- 10.8 15.0
TOTAL
	 INPUT 2217 1100 100.2 04.4
OUTPUT
RADIATOR (TO SPACEI 2090 1111 100.2 94.4
SHIELD (TO SPACEI 61 31 - -
HOUSING ITO COED STAGE , --
RADIATION 51 27
CONDUCTION 14 _21 --
TOTAL OUTPUT 2211 1190 100.-1 94.4
1SI • SCATTERED RADIATION
	
T:' A %'BIENT STAGE • 300 K	 AMTS AMBIENT STAGE • 250 K

























DOOR 29.5 —^ I !— 20.4 —^
	
NADIR	 DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
Figurc 1 . Cooler Schematic Shoeing Fivid of View
Figure I0. Perspective Vie\% of Radiant Cooler
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•	 MICHELSON INTF-RFFRONIF:TER APPROACH
The reasons for pursuing the interferometer approach ,vere as follows:
1. To reduce the overall instrument size and weight for the eventual
free-flyer application.
2. To reduce the number of detectors requiring cooling. The inter-
ferometer to be described uses one InSb and two llgCdTe detectors
3. To have the potential of higher throughput, spectral resolution and
flexibility of channel selection as compared with the grating spec-
trcmeter.
'The candidate interferometer is a 1-inch aperture flat-plate !Michelson
with the moving mirror attached to a rotating rather than translating assembly.
The advantages of this configuration are that the fringe output of the
l	 interferometer is not disturbed by first-order displacements or tilts of the
moving mirror assembly. Also, since the nioving assembly can be mounted
on flex pivots an integral torquer can be used for drive thus eliminating the
bearing and lubrication problems associated with a linear drive. Interfero-
metric alignment tolerances still must be maintained between the two mirrors
in the fixed and the two mirrors in the moving, assemblies. Figure 11 shnm:s
the current configuration being developed at SBRC rising the AMTS require-
ments as the baseline. The purpose of this effort is to develop the technology
needed for future sounding applications.
Optical S^ stem
File instantaneous field of view (IFOX') of the interferometer is limited
by the internal divergence angle and the spectral resolution (RS? = 2n). For
most sounding channels the resolution is about 1200. Thus, the IFOV is 0. 072
rad giving a footprint of 30 km x 30 km from Shuttle altitude without optical
correction. However, the fore optics shm,n in Figure 11 allow demaRnifica-
tion so that a 43 kill x 4; km footprint can oa obtained independent of altitude
i
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3.5-4.2 um 0.1	 j I	 FILTER 1
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Vigure 1 I. MicheIson Interferometer Schematic
%%hile iiiaintaintng constant Al2. The stop in the fore optics provides a field
defTn!nc aperture vkhich ,%ili reduce the anuuint of stra y light entering the
i nterferonieter.
The orbital parameters sho^^ n in Table .'_ appl%. to the interfrrwiieter as
,.ell as to the grating instrument. The calculations for d%Nell time and noise
j	 hand-, idth include a value of 60 0n for -,can efficiency — m hich takes into account
both the -,c.m effictenc\- of the abject-space scan s y stem and the Michelson





mirror drive. In this system the object-space scan mirror moves in steps
equal to the footprint and d.%-ells at each step for a time equal to the dwell time
shorn%n in Table L. The down track smear during tLe d%rc • ll time amounts to
about 4", of the footprint dimension. This smear might not he a problem were
it not fc >r the fact that the ZB channels have various spectral resolutions. Thi s
means that the lo\cer resolution channels are sampled at a snialler Michelson
mirror deflection than the high resolution channels and thus at a different time.
Image motion compensation would correct for this problem directly.
The amount of compensation required could be 3. 7 , per scan line.
Optical Parameters
I he optical transmittance of the interferometer system depends on the
properties of each elenient shown in Figure 11. Table 1Z identifies each opti-
cal element which in some cases is characterized by transmittances for each
of hvo polarization axes. Table 13 gives values of reflectance and i ransnlit-
tance for each optical element.
System transrliittances are presented in Table 1.1.
Fable 1._. Optical F'lement Identification
S AU P IYA'.F Df',CRIPTION








ll TRA'.,MITTANCE FOR IENS	 1
11 2
l3 3
Ri 01 REFLECTANCE FOR MIRROR AT 45
R2 P2 REFIECTANCE BEAM APL ITTFR FIFA+ FROM SUBSTRATE	 SIDF
R3 P5 REFL ECTANCE FOR F 11 Tf R	 3
R4 Po REFLECTANCE FOR FILTER 4
R6 P6 REFLECTANCE BEAM SPATTER F ILM F R04' AIR SIDE
RA REFLECTANCE FOR MIRROP AT NORMAL
Tl P1 TRANSMITTANCE FOR BEAM tPIIMFR AR COATING
T; TRANSMITTANCE FOR FIFA" API ITTER 16 mm, SUBSTRATE
T3 Pt TRANSMITTANCE FOR BfA', 1 ',PLITTER 16 mmi AIR SIDE
K rACTOR FOR IRI%r.f	 '.1 ^^t'1ATION DUE TO OPTICS FIGLIR'
i
I^
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• Table	 13. Optical Element Characteristics
F 3 P F4 Pe F5 F6
	
F 7 F9 Pa
1). 75 0.'S 0. 80 0.80 0) .99 0. '5	 0.70 0.60 11, 98
L 1 L2 L 3 P1 01 P3	 P5 P4 P9
Ii, 9N 0.95 0. 99 0.97 0.90	 0.90 0. 85 0.815
T I P1 PE P2 T 3 	 P3 P6 PIP
-
T2 F 1 0
0.'? !; 0.9 Q 0 . 48 (1.48 0.52	 0.81 Cl. 46 0. 19	 0 .91 0.8(1 1.00
0. 95 0.99 (1.48 0.48 0.52	 0.81 0. 46 0.19	 0.91 0.80 1 . 00
3 0.96 0.99 0.48 0.48 0.52	 0.81 0.46 (1. 20
	U. +` 1 0.80 1 . 00
4 (1.96 0. 49 171.48 0.48 0.52	 0.81 0. 47 11. 2 0	 0.'+1 0. 80 1 . 00
11 (1. q6 0.99 0. 49 0.49 0.51	 0.81 0.4 - i1. 21	 11 .91 0.80 1 . 0 0
I
). 9*• 6.9Q 1: 1 , 49 11, 4'41 0.51	 0.79 0. 4)_; 0.21	 0.91 0.80 1 . 00
0.97 (1.99 11. 4Q (1. 49 0.51	 0.79 0. 49 u. 22	 0.92 0.80 1 . 0 0
8 0.97 0.99 0.50 (1. 5 0 (1. 5 0	 0, 76 0. 4 ,4 0. 22	 (1. 92 0. 80 1 . 00
11, 97 11.99 0.56 II, 5(1 0.50	 (1 .78 1*1. 49 11. 2 3	 0, 92 I'l, 80 1.00
10) 0,9'7 0.99 1). 50 0 ,51195 ) 0.50	 0. 7' 6. 4 ,4 (1 .23	 0,92 'I. A (I 1. 00
12 11.9; 0.99 0. 6LE• I'l. 66 0. 34 	0.67 11.	 I). (1.9n 1.00 
L) .';Q 0.60 11. 6(I 0. 40	 (1.63 1*1. 5'3 A.
8 n, ?5 0. 9Q (1. 38 !1, 4 11. 62	 0.53 0. 36 0 . 4(	 0.99 0.90 1 . (10
Values are %Aa%•elen Q th independent
CU.Means up to and :ncluding the channel number specified.
Table 14.	 System Optical Parameters
rl T'C Fic FO	 PIG
	 TOTAL FRO -16	 1 S-P , 1 _+P
1 607, 0A (1 .22 LI.	 1 3 1). 17 Co . 71 A. 072 0. !i 35 1*15
Lq I .'. 0 - 2
15625.'5 0. 14 J:-, 1). -1	 (1 . '='Q I1' . (I' S 0. C1::7 1
4 !;35.:3 11 is.	 14 0.076 0. (1 37
64vi,. P:- O; l)-i - 14 18 0. 077 (1 . 03 - ll;
652'. '5 i1 .c. 11 . 14 (1 . 18 0. 71 	 0.29 0.076 11 .03' -. (14
7 666. O.2 7( n , 1` 19 31) 1). (182 I'l . 114 (1 1) 3
app, 1 71	 0, 30 1 .1. A;;.i (1. 04 (1 03
@	 - 8. 10^^ 1) . J, -4 3(1 11	 1* 8.	 1 . (641"	 (1 1.14
111 f;e.Q. 111 I). Ii,	 15 6),	 1 !i,'1	 Ij. 30 11. rl;;E.	 .	 . 0. 040 (13
I	 (10 1 1 .27 (1. 17 1 . 1 .22 0.:3 (1 	ft. 3 E• 0. 128 A. (162 215
I	 ;1.8 1) (0.2 - 0. 17 0.22 A.811	 11. 36 1-1.	 1 c - 11.	 I'l
1 1	 7 ^'	 A (I (I. 2 (I I'l. ek (1	 0. 3Q I 'l.	 145 (1.	 1 1
4 1:?44. 641 i1, 2E 11. 2 ( II (I . (I. L:t (1	 1).	 :";1 "1 . 1 45 U.(1-2
1 1 .9". 15 A 1", 2 Co (1 . 23 (I.A0	 I ' 1. ;Q 1". 1 45 0.072 11
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Iiere:
Ir l erferfmirter arm I transmittance
TL	 Interterometer Arin 2 trarsti-illince
AC	 interferometer sign.-O trtr.%n mat,ce




ranstvittance of aft optics
Ti tal Back	 il I -T, )(A0)(F'0i	 total ysitern
transmittance for hackRround
radiation
Sig	 T I TP	 total system transimttance for
st enal i AC part of 1 nterfe rnSt rarn I
IS-P)/(S*P)	 Amount of polarization










The photon flux	 falling on the detectors originates from t%,,-o principal
sources: the scene, and the instrument itself. That portion coming from the
instrument is a function of the emissivity of the optics. From Tahle 14 it is




	 ture of this assembly	 is important. For the systems calculations that follc»r
it is assumed that the detectors, cold stops and cold filters/dichroics are
held at U0 K and the rest of the aft optics at 150 ' K (cold ark intermediate
stage temperatures of a Thematic Mapper type cooler).
%% hile the interferometer has a throughput advantage as compared to the
grating instrument the detectors see a greater background photon flux not only
from the increased throughput but also because the detectors must operate
broadband. Moreover, the interferometer offers no multiplex advantage. To
obtain optimum performance it is necessar y to cold-shield the detectors in
such a .kay as to minimize the background on the short-m.-avelength detectors.
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.;0-2i3	 2 383. 75 -2fi1 f). 5 cn1 - 1	 11µGc^=l-e j ^x ^ h
The aft optics condensln L: lens \kill be 1-inch diameter f/l. "the detec-
tor will therefore be 1.83X 1.83 nim. The background photon fluxes and ex-
pected detectivitTes for the three spectral ranges are given In Table 15,
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The noise equivalent radiance (NIFN) values shown in Table 16 were
calculated using the expressiurt:
VfA 1^ _-V x I
NEN - 
S2A T o D* _^v
-where A
D
 = detector area =: 0. 0334 crnz
Af = 1/(2T 
P ) related to Av: see Table 2
AQ = 0. 02b
To :7 See Table 14
1)	 7 See Table 15
See Table I
Table I t), Interferometer NIFN and SIR Values
H:: P E NEN	 ?(1- T I NP	 T I T 2 : N	 TF,	 Z' T
!, (I it.	 24 e8* 11511 I t:. 406 Ir. 5 E+3  (I
Z 1 1 724 _6 - 14 78 '1 4 E + I (I
4 t• 35.811 1).	 111,114 1) 23 4(
1
527 2 12 74 2 12 5 E+10 
15 P:.4t, . 65 1). 11 OQI) a a S. I I E * I k)
► • ..5c.'51- (1. 11 0 1+11 22' a 2 07 7 5 E*10
E k) IQ a 1 5 E+10
15 70 2!i: 5 E+10 
I I A.':' 5';, 254 =: t15 2 11 444 5 E +I "I
3* 2 1 3 5 E+10 
1 41.7 210 5 E+11
1 16 5 E+l I
1 ": . 1111 A.	
I
*,, , . 25n 75 11 2 16 151 216 E+11 
14 1': ! 44. 5 "1 11.	 if I' (I ."' 1 6 I I'15 16 5 E+11 
1) 4- 5 E+11 
1!. 44 21e 125 2l0 5 E+11
17 18	 4 11 11.	 1 . 11, ';Z!'re 27(1 11- 47 c1!+ I E+11
2 1 c 1(11 2 1 e E+11
2 Q 44 2 1 e I^ E+11
lk j 1 4 I I Z. 1 4 E+1 2
I 214 111 214 E+la
274 4 2 15 11:: L I E+12
'4 - - 2 1' 1 -. 4 1 E+ 12'
+4.` At 1	 7 21- 1 17 • E+1 2
c. 4,z 4. (1.(1 011 1 4 It 22•e4 1 1 4 1	 111 c 14 7 E+12
2505. 0 0 (I. A A I 1 1 .4 11 171 n5 -- 4 4 :	 1.1 7 E+ 12 
1 17'1 2 1 4 228 7 E+12•
here NFN( 1)0 i is the value calculated with an Instrument temperature
of 250'K. aft	 (,ptic III temperature of ISO'K, and a detector
temperature of "0 K
I I	 m maximurr, specified scene ten iperalure
TL = minimum specified
	
scene to perature
TjIOO/ I S%R) = scene temperature for SNR -	 100
if S%RiTZ) - 100





The data requirements for the two systems are similar provided that
the interferogram processing is done on-hoard and in such a way as to produce
the same 28 discrete channel outputs as does the grating spectrometer.
If the 28 data channels are multiplexed and linearly digitized, the nuni-
her of bits required to digitize the dynamic range defined by the minimum and
maximum specified temperatures is liven in Table 17. The number of bits is
chosen such that the digitization level is equal to the NEAT. the rms temper-
ature uncertainty AT,, therefore, -,%ill he given by:







and the nun,ber of hits requi red:
log-N(T2) - N ( T;'P,
n-	 AN=N(T2)-N(Tlllc
Table 17 shoes the resultant system temperature uncertainty DT s for
both s y stenis. Generally, the gratini: instrument is better by a factor of two.
If a 16-bit digitizer &ere used for all channels, the percentage improve-
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1 NIP ROvI MENT
USING61s OTs pis els
.	 K' i	 KI KI K) It	 BITS
1 87. 3i 11 0 0547 0.0901 0. 101 O 167 0,9
2 12 11 0.0559 0.0905 0.106 0.1 7 1 0.9
3 13.85 10 0.066 0.089 0.121 0.164 0.45
4 16.98 9 0 076 0.091 0.139 0.167 0.22
5 16.53 9 0 076 0 094 0 142 0.172 0 21
6 19.9 4 0.075 0,0% 0. 141 0. ISO 0.12
7 12.1 9 0.0698 0 09l 0. l26 0. 164 0.22
8 22.1 9 0 071 0.093 0.126 0.165 0.1.
9 37 10 0. DS9 0.081 0.105 0. 144 0.45
10 18.8 13 0 066 009 0.116 0.157 3.6
11 86 4 15 0 003 0 012 0 004 0.014 14 4
12 81.8 15 0 013M I	 0.023 0.004 0.016 14.4
13 1.97 Il 0 ols 0.066 0 04: 0 h7 0.9
14 1.49 11 0.022 0 OKB 0.054 0. At 0 9
15 1.25 10 0.015 0.105 0. o64 0.265 0.45
16 1.71 11 0 011 0 077 0.048 0.1K5 0.9
17 3.15 11 0.015 0, 114 0. G28 0.111 1.9
Is 5.16 12 0, 0089 0.090 0.011 0.:12 1. s
19 14 4 14 0 0041 0.On43 0.011 0. 31 9 7.2
10 0066 9 0 050 0.192 0 040 0 15; 0.21
21 0.138 11 0.0141 0.144 0.015 0.155 0.9
21 0.56; 11 0.0072 0, 13n 0.008 0. 147 l	 8
23 1.11 14 0.0037 0.139 0.003 0.148 1.1
24 p 14 0.11024 0.114 0.003 0.13: 7.2
15 1.11 14 0.0014 0.096 0.003 0.133 7.2
16 3.12 Iy 0.0016 0.155 0.00: O. Its 14 4
27 1. l9 14 0 0014 0.234 U. 001 0 254 14.4
16 1.65 14 0.o025 0.3KS 0 00 3 	 1 0.451 1.2
1
E
n • ',''•'BER Of BiTs'OR Ml GRATING SPHTR011ITIR ^A^t
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The results of this stud y show that instrumentation for high resolution
sounding of the atmosphere is feasible. In terms of present day technology
the baseline grating spectrometer approach appears to be preferahle to the
i tit erferomleter approach since it gives it factor of about t%%o better NFN per-
f(,rmance in all channels. however, there ,ire other tradeoffs to consider
\\hich may shift the balance to\\ard the interferometer. These are discussed
below.
Size and %% eight
'rhe grating instrument will occupy a volume roughly 60 by L5 by 25 cm
and \\ ill \weiL;h about 1 -1 0 pounds, not includinc elect ronics or cooler. This
compares with an estimate of 30 by 30 by 25 cal and weight of t;ti pounds for
t.
the interferometer. Since detector cooling requirements for the interferom-
eter are less than for the gratin; instrument, the overall difference in size
and \%-eight will he even greater.
Sensiti\•it\
mi=le 1 , gives a comparison of temperature uncertainty, DTs, for the
t\\o s\'ste(ils. For the conditi ins as suit ied, the grattnv s\'steal is a factor of
.1pproximlately two better in all channels. Some improvement is possible for
the interferometer by careful design of optical element coatings, but the total
improvement would be at most about 25" . Additional improvement is possi -
ble by increasing C ie aperture.
CI
Spectral Channel Selection
the channel \\a y elengths for the gating instrument are determined by
the detector location in the dispersion plane and are fixed by the desii;n, al-
though by rocking the crating, all channels can he scanned up or do\\n in fre-
quency to some extent. Due to physical interference of the detectors, none
of the channels , an overlap. the interferometer on the other hand has com-
plete tTexibility as to channel frequenc y and bandwidth, and, of course, a
complete spectruni can he produced if desired.
r'




The scan mirror in the gratin; spectr( , meter scans cross course in a
` continuous motion, %% lien a footprint 45 kn, X 45 km has heen Acanned by the
image of the entrance slat, all channels are held, sampled by the nsultiplexer.
and digitized sequentially. Thus, the output of each spectral channel is inte-
grated over the 45-km footprint,
The interferometer uses two nn rrors: one to step scan the 45-kill X
45-kiii footprint crt)ss course, and the tither to compensate for the down-
course ni(-tion during; the Michelson mirri^r tr,r\rl.
Mt-chanical C(implexity
As mentioned in the previous section, the interfermueter scan is more
complicated than the grating instrument scan, snd althouwh the flex pi%of
mounted Michelson nu rror .assenmbiv is ssissllle and insensitive to fi rst order
tilts, mechanical alignment and stahilit% are (if the utmost importance. Off -
settin ►; this to some extent is the nerd in the crating instrument fsir a
crating ''rocker ts •
 maintain alignment hel- een the grating and the dis-
persion plane, and fs,r ..pectral calibration purlwses. 	 In addition, th,-
grating instrument has a chopper sisechanism « Iii ch can he a siiiiple resonant
fork device.
Data Prs,cessinc
I he grating system is clearly sinipit-r than the interferometer since no
,in-hoard processing its needed and the data rate is lo^N.	 I!c^^e	 r, it lacks
the poteritial tlexihilsty of the interteronieter.
Several data prt)cessing tuethrals are possible for the interferometer.
One iisethod, using; a phaue lock loop analyzer currently under development at
S1111C, operates basically like a %%avv mialvzer, producinc sane, cosine, and
sin`+cos" outputs for each spectral channel. Like the i:r,tting instruinent,
individual channel o utputs are produced but the spectr•il placement can he
commanded remotely, and there is no restriction on overlapping channels.
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'	 The conventional Fast-Fourt(-r Transform meth„cf using; an on - hoard
special-purp(1se Computer may be feasible in the titi)e kale of this flight,
particularly if simplifications in the algorithm can he effected.
Of course, the interferog;ram can be sampled directly and the data sent
r to the g;r-und at a high data rate. In this case, the complete spectrum would
be a%ailahle.
Detector Cooling
For the Shuttle .application either sN-stem could use a .g uile- Thomson
cryostat or liquid transfer system. however, for the F1Rn5 ►ype spacecraft,
radiative ee,edin g is appropriate. The coolin¢ capability of the Thematic flap-
per cooler Lurrentiv under development it SlIRC appears adequate for the
grating, instruwent, bu' a Ronievhat swall,•r design would he satisfactor y for
the interferometer.
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